
Answers to Questions from Vendors for Enrollment Management RFP 
 

1. In the desired core system requirements, can you provide more context or use case 

around the desire for "issues management"?[Cindy Reuss]  checking with IT for this 

answer 
2. What are you using for an online admissions application today?[Cindy Reuss]   Active 

Apply 

3. Are you using a CRM today? If yes, which one?[Cindy Reuss]  No 

4. Please discuss your need for a web portal in more depth; are you looking for a portal 

experience to serve students/stakeholders beyond enrollment (i.e. through retention, 

alumni, etc)?[Cindy Reuss]  This will be used to help recruit new students we have a CRM 

for retention already 

5. How many logins/mo will you need on the web portal part of the solution?[Cindy Reuss]  

for employees (5) or students? 

6. Is there any intention or interest to have the CRM extend beyond enrollment to retention 

and possibly alumni?[Cindy Reuss]  No 

7. What is your annual volume of applications?[Cindy Reuss]  around 5,000 

8. How many users across campus, including student workers, do you expect to use the 

CRM?[Cindy Reuss]  10 – 12  

9. Are you looking for one CRM/App solution for all of your locations, or is there a need for 

a breakdown between campuses?[Cindy Reuss]  One for all 

10. What is your ideal timeline for implementation/go-live?  Is there a target date in 

mind?[Cindy Reuss]  Mid October – prior to winter semester registration 

11. If we submit RFP responses with certain sections marked as “Confidential / Proprietary”, 

would Muskegon Community College exclude such information from public disclosure? 

(John Selmon) Yes, we exclude certain sections that are marked as 

“Confidential/Proprietary. 

12. Is there a particular pricing format that you’d like us to use? (John Selmon) Vendors 

should cover the following in terms of pricing: Initial Hardware and Software, Maintenance 

and Support, Service, Training, Indicate any third-party licensing, etc. 

13. Or is adding a separate section viable as well? (John Selmon) Please feel free to a 

separate pricing section 

14. How many concurrent users are expected for the strategic enrollment management 

solution (SEMS)?(Cindy Reuss)   10 – 12 users 

15. What is the preferred hosting model (that is, self-hosted, fully hosted, or SaaS)?(Cindy 
Reuss)   Self-hosted is our preference but any of the options would work 

16. How many campuses are to be implemented?(Cindy Reuss)  1 

17. What are the evaluation criteria for the RFP proposal?(Cindy Reuss)  See RFP webpage for 

Evaluation and Criteria 

18. Other than integration with Ellucian Colleague, are there any other major integrations 

required by Muskegon CC?(Cindy Reuss)   Don’t believe there are any other required 

integrations 

19. Does the school use (or plan to use) Oracle databases for the information to be 

accessed/processed by the SEMS? (Cindy Reuss)   We do not plan to use Oracle. 

20. ·         Will the school publish the answers to all submitted vendor questions online?(Cindy 

Reuss)   Yes answers will be published on the Website. 



21. What is student management to MCC? Being able to manage student information from 

prospect through registration 

22. What does change management mean to MCC?  Ability and ease of making changes to 

student accounts is there additional cost for changing processes 

23. What would MCC ideally like to see in terms of workflow management? Being able to 

assign incoming students to representatives by territory 

24. What does Marketing Management mean to MCC? Being able to produce e- flyers,  e-

postcards, text and emails and send out through CRM 

25. What would MCC like to accomplish with Social Media Integration? Are we able to send 

tweets, facebook posts, etc through CRM? 


